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Reading Apps
Letter Names & Sounds
App Title

App Description

Price

JANES ABCs
123s

JANES ABCs 123s is a set of interactive flash cards,
developed to teach children their ABCs and letter
sounds. The app also includes numbers, shapes, and
colors. All words and images are interactive.

$0.99

Starfall ABCs

Letter names, letter sounds in isolation, and letter
sounds within words are presented along with
corresponding pictures.

$2.99

Letter of the
Day Interactive
Activities

App includes a chant for each letter of the alphabet,
plus an activity in which student taps a picture/word
that starts with specified letter sound.

$1.99

Autism/DTT
Letters

Uses Discrete Trial Training to teach letters of the
alphabet and the difference between uppercase and
lowercase letters. Includes letters in American Sign
Language.

$6.99

Also available: Autism/DTT Numbers; Autism/DTT
Colors; Autism/DTT Words; Autism/DTT Animals;
Autism/DTT People

Beginning
Sounds
Interactive
Game

Match words that share the same beginning sound.

$0.99
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ABC
PocketPhonics

Introduces letter sounds and tracing letters. Option to
focus on letters and/or words. Option of uppercase,
lowercase, or cursive letters.

$2.99

FirstWords:
Deluxe

Includes 174 words in five categories with option to
purchase additional categories. Choose to build words
with letter names or letter sounds. Option of building
words with or without a model. An image is shown
with each word.

$4.99

Also available: FirstWords: Deluxe Professional
(includes 350 words in 12 categories) $9.99

Free “lite”
version
available.

Free
“sampler”
version
available.

Rhyming Words

Includes over 100 matching pairs of words that rhyme.
Words are presented as photographs, not text. Option
to add your own matching pairs to the game.

$0.99

Word Wall HD

This app includes four reading games for developing
early reading skills. Activities include letter and word
recognition and work with word families: am, an, at, ar,
ed, et, ig, in, ip, og, ug, um.

$1.99

Jr Bingo

Single-player bingo with letters or sounds. Choose
upper or lower-case letters. Bingo games for shapes,
colors, and numbers also included.

$0.99

First Letters and
Phonics

Matching games with a variety of options. Choose to
match by letter name or letter sound. Match
uppercase to uppercase, lowercase to lowercase,
uppercase to lowercase, and lower case to blank
(sound only).

$1.99

(Learning
Touch)
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Picture/Word Matching
Kids LearningLittle Reader 3
Letter Words

Includes over 70 three-letter words, grouped by short
vowel sound. (Option to add your own images, sounds,
and words.) Choose to show from 1-6 words and their
corresponding images per page. Drag picture to
corresponding word. All words and pictures “speak”
when tapped for additional help with matching.

$0.99

Also available: Learn to Read- Four Letter Words by
Little Reader

Special Words

Designed for special needs students. Includes 90
words, with option to add your own words and images.
Includes 4 activities: match pictures; match words;
match words to pictures; and match pictures to words.
Includes audio.

$13.99

Phonics

Phonics Tic-TacToe Interactive
Game

Please note: This is a two-player game, which may also
require adult help as instructions are written but not
spoken. Students take turns answering phonics
questions, such as: What are the first two letters of the
picture below? What letters are missing from this
word? Which word has the same “u” sound as huge?
What are the last two letters of the picture below?

Free

Starfall Learn to
Read

Each section features a vowel sound and its related
spelling. Includes more advanced sounds, e.g. “r”
controlled vowels. Includes stories, movies and songs.

$2.99
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Reading Raven

Reading Raven is a phonics-based, learn-to-read
educational game. Three levels of progressive activities
are included. Level 1 includes lessons in letter
matching, letter tracing, letter recognition, and word
matching. Level 2 includes activities for vocabulary
development, word beginnings, word building, and
word spotting. Level 3 includes activities for reading
aloud using voice recording, word tracing, and word
groups (rhyming and beginning sounds).

Word Magic

Each screen features an image and corresponding word $0.99
with a letter missing. Fill in the blank to complete the
word. Option to work on initial sound, vowel sound, or
ending sound.

Little StarsWord Wizard

Single-player and two-player modes available. Includes
over 150 c-v-c words. Learning games include: Hear the
word and correctly identify the first letter; hear the
word and correctly identify the last letter; see the word
with the first letter missing and correctly identify
missing letter from a choice of four; see the word with
the last letter missing and correctly identify missing
letter from a choice of four.

$1.99

free

Alpha Writer, by Features phonics-enabled letter and phonogram tiles
and phonics-enabled images. Build words by matching
Montessorium

$2.99

Includes 300 word-image-audio-phonics combinations.
Choose to work on simple words with 3 sounds, words
with consonant blends, words of any complexity, or
choose to focus on one of 44 categories of sounds.
Spell words by dragging letters, with or without a
model. Includes movable alphabet for open-ended
activities.

$2.99

letters to their corresponding sounds.

Montessori
CrosswordsSpelling with
Phonics-Enabled
Alphabet
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Word Wizard features a talking movable alphabet that
Word WizardTalking Movable can pronounce an unlimited number of original words.
Take spelling quizzes using the movable alphabet. Over
Alphabet

$2.99

1400 spelling words are included with the option to
add your own words to create your own spelling
quizzes.

Phonics Genius

Includes over 6,000 professionally recorded words
grouped into 225 categories by phonics. A choice of
between 2-6 word cards is simultaneously presented
and the name of one of the words is spoken. Student
taps the named word.

Free

Fully customizable: add, edit, and/or delete words and
recordings, and adjust font size.

ABC Spelling
Magic Short
Vowel Words

Build simple consonant-vowel-consonant words using
phonics-enabled alphabet.

Free

Also available for free:
ABC Spelling Magic 2 Consonant Blends
ABC Spelling Magic 3 Blends and Syllables

Simplex Spelling
Phonics 1English

Features over 450 high frequency words divided into
42 lists, based on spelling patterns and difficulty level.
Each of the 42 lists includes a lesson that teaches
phonics, phonograms, and spelling rules.

$4.99

Support for 40 user accounts.
Other Simplex Spelling Phonics apps include: Simplex
Spelling Phonics 2 Syllables- Spell to Read and Simplex
Spelling Phonics- Advanced Phonograms

Build A WordEasy Spelling
with Phonics

Uses letter sounds for building words. Over 200 words
are included (grouped into lists, such as: -ck words, sh
words, short “a” words, etc.). Accessibility options
include: tap, drag and hover, drag and drop, and high
contrast interface. Three activities: Learn (with a
model); Practice (without a model); and Test.

$0.99
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Sight Words
Sight Words
List- Learn to
Read Flash
Cards and
Games

Includes 315 words from the Dolch list. Choose level:
Preschool; Kindergarten; First Grade; Second Grade;
Third Grade; or Nouns. In “Learn” mode, app displays
one word at a time and speaks each word as it is
presented. In “Play” mode, choose presentation of
from 2-6 words per page. App speaks one of the listed
words and student taps on that word to select it.
Option to create own flash cards and lists. Option to
choose font, font size, and font color.

Free

Sight Words by
Photo Touch

Choose level: Preschool; Kindergarten; First Grade;
Second Grade; or Third Grade. Choose between 1 and
10 words to be presented on each page. App speaks
one of the listed words and student taps on the word
to select it. Difficulty level is adjusted automatically
during game play. Option to add your own words and
voice.

Free

SightWords Pro

Flash card format. App presents one word at a time.
Tap to hear word spoken. Includes over 1,500 sight
words, compiled from Dolch, Fry, Pinnell-Fountas, and
other high-frequency word lists. Choose a pre-defined
flash card word list or build a custom flash card set.
Option to adjust background color, font, and font color.

$0.99

Sight Words:
Kids Learn

Hear the word, record and playback the word, write
the word and use the word in activities, such as Word
Jigsaw Puzzle, Word Tic Tac Toe, Word Matching
Game, Hangman, Sentence Building, and Word Search.
This free app includes first 25 words in the series. Sight
Words 1-300: Kids Learn ($8.99) includes all 300 highfrequency words.

Free
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Word Bingo

Includes over 300 Dolch Sight Words. Select a word list:
Pre-Primer, First Grade, Second Grade, Third Grade,
Nouns, or All Words. Includes 4 different bingo games,
including: “Word Bingo” (Listen to the word and tap on
the corresponding word on the bingo card) and
“Spelling Practice” (Listen to the word and then tap
and drag the letters to spell the word).

$0.99

Ace WriterDolch Sight
Words HD

Practice spelling Dolch Sight Words by writing the
words in a dotted tracing format. 6 levels of Dolch
Sight Word Levels included: Pre-Primer; Primer; 1st
Grade; 2nd Grade; 3rd Grade; and Nouns.

$1.99

Over 250 high frequency words. Rather than using
flash cards, Simplex Spelling enables the student to
build each word. Phonics hint feature sounds out each
word and provides a list of possible phonograms for
each sound.

$4.99

Simplex Spelling
HD- Dolch Sight
Words

Free “lite”
version
available.

Supports 40 user accounts.

Sight Words by
Little Speller

Uses Dolch Sight Words list. Words are presented one
per page and are spoken. Drag letters to spell the
word, either with or without a model. Option to add
your own words, lists, and sounds.

Free
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Reading Comprehension
Reading
Comprehension
Grades K-1

This app contains 89 fictional short stories divided into
seven levels of difficulty. Each story is followed by 4
multiple-choice comprehension questions.

(Basic Skills
Interactive)

Also available from Basic Skills Interactive: Reading
Comprehension Grades 1-2; Reading Comprehension
Grades 2-3 (factual stories); 1st Grade Reading
Comprehension; 2nd Grade Reading Comprehension;
3rd Grade Reading Comprehension

Kids Reading
Comprehension
Level 1 Passages
for iPad

This app contains 20 short stories, each followed by 4
multiple-choice comprehension questions. Ability to
keep track of progress for up to 4 students.

(Angela Reed)

Kids Reading Comprehension Level 2 Passages for
iPad

Reading
Comprehension
Practice Grades
2 and 3

40 short stories with 4 multiple-choice questions per
story.

(Interactive
Learning
Successs)

$1.99

$1.99

Also available:

$1.99

Also available from Interactive Learning Success:
Reading Comprehension Practice Grades K-1; Reading
Comprehension Practice Grades 1-2; Reading
Comprehension Practice Grades 3 and 4; Kindergarten
Reading Comprehension Practice; First Grade Reading
Comprehension Practice; Second Grade Reading
Comprehension Practice; Third Grade Reading
Comprehension Practice; Reading Comprehension:
Animals, Grades K-1; Reading Comprehension:
Animals, Grades 2-3; Reading Comprehension:
Animals, Grades 3-4
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4th Grade
Reading
Comprehension
Prep
(965 Studio)

Reading
Comprehension
Comprehensionfirst, second
grade nonnon
fiction
(Emmy Chen)
(Abitalk
Incorporated)

StoryPals

Multi-paragraph fiction and non-fiction
fiction stories, each
followed by a series of multiple-choice
choice comprehension
questions. After answering each question, either
correctly or incorrectly, the passage in the text that
gives the answer is highlighted.

$2.99

Also available from 965 Studio: 3rd Grade Reading
Comprehension Prep and 5h Grade Reading
Comprehension Prep
Includes 20 non-fiction
fiction stories, each followed by a set
of comprehension exercises (multiple choice questions,
true/false questions, matching exercises, etc.) Includes
supports for reading (i.e. touch a word in the passage
to hear it read aloud). Option to
o create your own
stories and comprehension questions.

$2.99

Also available: Second Grade Reading Comprehension
English NonFiction; Second Grade Reading
Comprehension; Third Grade Reading
Comprehension- English Fiction; Reading
Comprehension- Solar System; 3rd Grade
rade Social
Studies Reading Comprehension; 4th-5
- th Grade
Reading Comprehension Social Studies; 3rd Grade
Science Reading Comprehension; 4th Grade Science
Reading Comprehesion; 5th Grade Science Reading
Comprehension
24 included stories, ranging in readability levels 2-6,
2
with option to add your own stories or download more
free stories from the website. Configurable text size.
The stories can be read independently, read aloud with
professional narrations, or read aloud using text
text-tospeech with word highlighting. Each story is followed
by a ten-question, multiple-choice
choice quiz. Tracks
Track
progress for individual students.

$19.99

Also available: StoryPals – Basic for $9.99. Basic
version does not include text-to-speech
speech with word
highlighting.
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MiniMod
Reading for
Details

Includes 100 passages at each of 3 levels of difficulty:
Red Level (reading level s 2.0-3.5); Blue Level (reading
levels 3.5-5.0); Green Level (reading levels 5.0-6.5).
Student reads a 100-word story and answers a “who,
what, when, or where” question, given a choice of
three answers).

$8.99

Also available: MiniMod Reading for Inferences;
MiniMod Basic Cloze Practice; MiniMod Advanced
Cloze Practice; MiniMod Cloze Science; MiniMod
Cloze Social Studies; Mini Mod Fact or Opinion;
MiniMod Drawing Conclusions

Accessibility
SymbolSupport

SymbolSupport automatically adds symbols to text as
you type. You can also paste text into SymbolSupport
and symbols will be added automatically. Documents
can be read with high-quality text-to-speech voice
while text is highlighted word by word.

$59.99

Read2Go

Please note: Students need to qualify for and obtain a
membership for Bookshare to access this app. Students
with visual impairments and print disabilities generally
qualify. This app allows students to browse, search,
download, and read books from Bookshare, as well as
DAISY books from other sources. The app gives the
student full control over visual choices for font size and
color, background and highlighting color, and text-tospeech preferences. Read2Go features word-by-word
highlighting.

$19.99

Word Games
Kids Crosswords

Simple, beginning crossword puzzles. Picture clues for
words. Option of letter sounds or letter names when
dragging letters into the puzzle.
App includes 100 words, 10,000 puzzles, and 10 levels
of increasing difficulty.

$1.99
Free “lite”
version
available.
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Chicktionary for
iPad

Includes 100 word puzzles, each containing 7 letters.
Make as many 3-7 letter words as you can. Option of
timed or untimed modes.

Free, adsupported.

Additional (ad-free) puzzle packs are available for $0.99
each. Choose easy, medium, or hard puzzle packs.

Futaba
Classroom
Games for Kids

Quiz game for up to 4 players simultaneously. Content
aimed at K-5. Design your own games and use your
own images and text. Good for activities involving
word/picture matching.

$4.99

Word Mess

For older students (and adults). Words are presented
in a jumble. Three games: find rhyming words; find
words that belong to specified category; find identical
word. Each round is timed. Could be used by two
students simultaneously. Please note: some categories
have themes (murder weapons, types of liquor, etc.)
that may be for a school setting.

$0.99

Miscellaneous
K12 Timed
Reading
Practice

For students reading at levels K-4. Practice fluency by
reading short, timed stories. Includes 250 short stories,
both fiction and non-fiction. Tracks multiple readers.
Track stories read, words per minute, and percent
above or below average reading rate.

$1.99

HMH Readers

HMH Readers feature non-fiction and fiction readers
for grades K-6. Option to read independently or have
each book read aloud with word or sentence
highlighting. The free app includes sample readers for
grades 1 and 4. Additional titles can be purchased
within the app. Both HMH Literacy by Design Rigby
Leveled Readers and HMH Journeys Readers are
available for purchase.

Free

(Houghton
Mifflin
Harcourt)

Free, lite
version
available.

Additional
readers
available
for in-app
purchase.
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My Word!
Reader- Are
Bees Smart, or
What?

Includes one story and 6 learning games. Story does
not read aloud, but student can touch any word they
do not know to hear it read aloud. The words the
student touches are added to a “word bag” for use in
subsequent activity. Includes a “visual dictionary” for
selected words; when the student touches one of the
words highlighted in blue, a short video definition of
the word appears. Learning games include: silent K;
initial consonant sounds; initial consonant blends; sight
vocabulary scrambled words.

$4.99

Designed for underachieving elementary and
secondary school students.
Also available: My Word! Reader- Are Whales Smart,
or What?; My Word! Reader- Are Squirrels Smart, or
What?; My Word! Reader- Are Dogs Smart, or What?

Spinout Red

Spinout Red is a collection of 4 stories designed to
appeal to upper primary and lower secondary students
who are struggling with reading. Each story is available
at three levels of reading difficulty (easy, medium, and
hard). Option of hearing each page read aloud or of
tapping individual words to have them read aloud.
(Voice is Australian accented.) Words are underlined as
they are read. When reading at the “hard” level of
difficulty, selected words are highlighted in blue.
Tapping on these words brings up a written definition
and additional information; the definitions and
descriptions are not read aloud, however.

$9.99

Spinout Blue is also available for $9.99.
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Booksy: Learn
to Read
Platform for K
K-2

Features books at two levels of difficulty: Level 0 books
(50-100
100 words, repetitive structures, and words for
young kids who are just starting to read); Level 1 books
(250-300
300 words and simplified structures for kids who
are beginning to read independently).
). Level 1 books
are each based on a science theme. Students can tap
on “listen” icon on each page to have that page read to
them or can tap on individual words to hear them read
aloud. Includes multiple-choice
choice comprehension
questions at the end of each book.

Free with
2 books
included.

Additional
books
$0.99 per
title.

Booksy is also available in a School Edition for $11.99.
Booksy School Edition includes 14 books.

Attainment’s
Read to Learn

Designed for adolescents and adults with
developmental disabilities. Includes 85 stories about
Safety Skills, Life Skills, and Feelings. Text is highlighted
as it is read aloud. Single -word
word audio support is
available for students reading independently.
Comprehension activities for all stories ar
are included.

$39.99
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